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	Photoshop Face to Face: Facial Image Retouching, Manipulation and Makeovers with Photoshop 7 or Earlier, 9781590591826 (1590591828), Friends of Ed, 2003

	If we were to say Marilyn to you, what would you be thinking? Monroe? Manson?


	Well, you would be thinking about the most inspired use of facial imagery. Anybody in advertising will tell you that the most effective sales tool around is the face. A face can sell you anything. Any product, any idea. And the most striking faces become icons in their own right.


	With Adobe Photoshop, we can see the possibilities for facial stylization explode. This book looks at how to develop an image to get it right, and how to make these mugshots genuinely memorable.


	Some of the most exciting designers around have gathered to work their magic on this tightly focused canvas, working from a number of different starting points. Whether it's a perfect gloss you're after, or an abstract form of iconography, Photoshop has a collection of subtle and powerful tricks up its sleeve, and this book coaxes them into the open.


	This is a full color inspirations title, aimed at showing professionals and home users alike how to access the multiplicity of techniques available in Adobe Photoshop. By using such a familiar model as the human face, the effectiveness and originality of these techniques is thrown into sharp relief.


	The book employs versions of Photoshop up to the release of version 7, although the techniques shown will be compatible with previous releases of the software.


	Each chapter contains multiple examples of how to treat a face in Photoshop, and an in-depth explanation of technique from the designer.
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Effects of Pollution on Fish: Molecular Effects and Population ResponsesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
In April l999 an article appeared in Fishing News under the headline ‘Dredging and pollution hit stocks far more than fishing’. The article reported on claims made by an environmental group that these two anthropogenic impacts are causing a far greater decline of fish stocks in the North Sea than ‘supposed overfishing’ and...

		

Arduino Adventures: Escape from Gemini StationApress, 2013

	Fun. We (your authors) wanted a word to describe our ultimate goal for this book, as well as a word

	we hope you (our reader) will use to describe it, and that’s the one we chose. There are others goals,

	of course, but in the end, when you’ve finished the book, we’re hoping you’ll have enjoyed the

	activities...

		

Java Programming Language Handbook: The Ultimate Source for Conquering the Java Programming LanguageCoriolis Group Books, 1996
Includes complete reference material on the entire Java language, from data types to Java classes. Provides detailed overview chapters that explain the art of the Internet and distributed programming with Java. Features special tips to help C/C++ programmers master Java. Includes special coverage of interfacing Java with other languages. Gives you...




	

Programming a Multiplayer FPS in DirectX (Game Development Series)Charles River, 2004
If you have experience with C++ and DirectX and have always wanted to program your own game, this is the book for you. Programming a Multiplayer FPS in DirectX takes you from the basic game design to a fully functioning game! All of the source code, assets, and tools are included?you just work through the tutorial-based chapters and watch the...


		

Nanoalloys: Synthesis, Structure and Properties (Engineering Materials)Springer, 2012

	Bimetallic nanoparticles, also called nanoalloys, are at the heart of nanoscience because of their ability to tune together composition and size for specific purposes. By approaching both their physical and chemical properties, Nanoalloys: Synthesis, Structure & Properties provides a comprehensive reference to this research field...


		

Applied Data MiningCRC Press, 2013

	
		Data mining has witnessed substantial advances in recent decades. New research questions and practical challenges have arisen from emerging areas and applications within the various fields closely related to human daily life, e.g. social media and social networking. This book aims to bridge the gap between traditional data mining and...
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